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Share via Email Portait of a family: Frieda Hughes with her mother, Sylvia Plath, and brother Nicholas in
These pictures were given to me by my father, the late Poet Laureate Ted Hughes , who died on 28 October
But they were not my only legacy from my parents, if genetic make-up has anything to do with our
inclinations; I have the frequently conflicted desire to write poetry and to draw and paint also. While my
parents chose to direct their primary energies into writing, despite their ability as artists, I have found it
impossible to do one without the other. Although my mother is known primarily for her semi-autobiographical
novel The Bell Jar and her poetry â€” particularly her last collection, Ariel, published posthumously in
following her suicide on 11 February â€” her passion for art permeated her short life. Her early letters and
diary notes and poems were often heavily decorated, and she hoped that her drawings would illustrate the
articles and stories that she wrote for publication. She met my father while she was reading English at
Newnham College, Cambridge, from October to June on a Fulbright fellowship from the States. They married
on 16 June , honeymooning in Paris and Benidorm, which is where my mother did many of the drawings in
this exhibition. In an article she wrote about Spain was published in the Christian Science Monitor, illustrated
with one of her drawings of Spanish fishing boats. On 28 August she wrote to her mother, Aurelia Plath: Wait
till you see. The Cambridge sketch was nothing compared to these. The first of these drawings is included in
the exhibition with a second, slightly different study of exactly the same subject. In his poem "Your Paris" he
directly refers to my mother drawing the Paris roofs, a traffic bollard, a bottle, and him, too. In , by which time
my parents had moved to the US to work, a letter from ARTnews asked my mother for a poem on art; as a
result she wrote eight poems inspired by the works of three of her favourite artists: Klee, Rousseau and De
Chirico. On 22 March , in another letter to her mother, she wrote: For instance, my inspiration is painting and
not music when I go to some other art form. I see these things very clearly.
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Dr Sagar believes that when we see Ted Hughes work as a whole, with each book a stage in a psychic adventure
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Sagar gives most of his attention to individual poems, their meaning.

Coming about its own business Till, with a sudden sharp hot stink of fox It enters the dark hole of the head.
The window is starless still; the clock ticks, The page is printed. The date, Bloomsday , was purposely chosen
in honour of James Joyce. The work favoured hard-hitting trochees and spondees reminiscent of middle
English â€” a style he used throughout his career â€” over the more genteel latinate sounds. They were both
writing, Hughes working on programmes for the BBC as well as producing essays, articles, reviews and talks.
In March Lupercal came out and won the Hawthornden Prize. He found he was being labelled as the poet of
the wild, writing only about animals. In the summer of Hughes began an affair with Assia Wevill who had
been subletting the Primrose Hill flat with her husband. Under a cloud of his affair, Hughes and Plath
separated in the autumn of and she set up life in a new flat with the children. The rest is posthumous. But I
learned my lesson early If I tried too hard to tell them exactly how something happened, in the hope of
correcting some fantasy, I was quite likely to be accused of trying to suppress Free Speech. In general, my
refusal to have anything to do with the Plath Fantasia has been regarded as an attempt to suppress Free Speech
The Fantasia about Sylvia Plath is more needed than the facts. Where that leaves respect for the truth of her
life and of mine , or for her memory, or for the literary tradition, I do not know. He oversaw the publication of
her manuscripts, including Ariel Some critics were dissatisfied by his choice of poem order and omissions in
the book [28] and some feminists argued that Hughes had essentially driven her to suicide and therefore
should not be responsible for her literary legacy. He broadcast extensively, wrote critical essays and became
involved in running Poetry International with Patrick Garland and Charles Osborne in the hopes of connecting
English poetry with the rest of the world. Wevill also killed her child, Alexandra Tatiana Elise nicknamed
Shura , the four-year-old daughter of Hughes, born on 3 March Their deaths led to claims that Hughes had
been abusive to both Plath and Wevill. He began cultivating a small farm near Winkleigh , Devon called
Moortown, a name which became embedded in the title of one of his poetry collections. A collection of animal
poems for children had been published by Faber earlier that year, What is the Truth? He also featured in the
documentary Seven Crows A Secret. This concern inspired him to become one of the original trustees of the
Westcountry Rivers Trust , a charity set up to restore rivers through catchment-scale management and a close
relationship with local landowners and riparian owners. He continued to live at the house in Devon, until
suffering a fatal myocardial infarction on 28 October while undergoing hospital treatment for colon cancer in
Southwark , London. His funeral was held on 3 November , at North Tawton church, and he was cremated in
Exeter. Speaking at the funeral, fellow poet Seamus Heaney , said: No death in my lifetime has hurt poets
more. His creative powers were, as Shakespeare said, still crescent. By his death, the veil of poetry is rent and
the walls of learning broken. Son of poet Sylvia Plath commits suicide Nicholas Hughes , the son of Hughes
and Plath, died by suicide in his home in Alaska on 16 March after suffering from depression. Ruth Barnhouse
then Dr. His most significant work is perhaps Crow , which whilst it has been widely praised also divided
critics, combining an apocalyptic, bitter, cynical and surreal view of the universe with what sometimes
appeared simple, childlike verse. It tells the story of the vicar of an English village who is carried off by
elemental spirits, and replaced in the village by his enantiodromic double, a changeling, fashioned from a log,
who nevertheless has the same memories as the original vicar. The double is a force of nature who organises
the women of the village into a "love coven" in order that he may father a new messiah. When the male
members of the community discover what is going on, they murder him. It was printed in Hughes was very
interested in the relationship between his poetry and the book arts, and many of his books were produced by
notable presses and in collaborative editions with artists, for instance with Leonard Baskin. Hughes was
appointed Poet Laureate in following the death of John Betjeman. It was later known that Hughes was second
choice for the appointment. Philip Larkin , the preferred nominee, had declined, because of ill health and a
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loss of creative momentum, dying a year later. Hughes served in this position until his death in Hughes
himself later suggested that the time spent writing prose was directly responsible for a decline in his health.
The book also contained a section of notes throwing light on the context and genesis of each poem. In
Birthday Letters , his last collection, Hughes broke his silence on Plath, detailing aspects of their life together
and his own behaviour at the time. The book, the cover artwork for which was by their daughter Frieda , won
the Whitbread Prize for poetry. Poet Laureate Carol Ann Duffy told Channel 4 News that the poem was "the
darkest poem he has ever written" and said that for her it was "almost unbearable to read. It is very interesting
and would cause a minor sensation" 4 April The poem was eventually published in Birthday Letters and
Hughes makes a passing reference to this then unpublished collection: This house has been far out at sea all
night, The woods crashing through darkness, the booming hills, Winds stampeding the fields under the
window Floundering black astride and blinding wet Till day rose; then under an orange sky The hills had new
places, and wind wielded Blade-light, luminous black and emerald, Flexing like the lens of a mad eye. He
wrote frequently of the mixture of beauty and violence in the natural world. Examples can be seen in the
poems "Hawk Roosting" and "Jaguar". The manner of speech renders the hard facts of things and wards off
self-indulgence. The photograph, taken just before the First World War , was of six young men who were all
soon to lose their lives in the war. His daughter Frieda spoke for the first time about her father and mother. In ,
the British Library acquired a large collection comprising over files containing manuscripts, letters, journals,
personal diaries and correspondence. The Society staged Hughes conferences in and at Pembroke College,
Cambridge , and will continue to stage conferences elsewhere.
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His childhood was quiet and dominately rural. When he was seven years old his family moved to the small
town of Mexborough in South Yorkshire, and the landscape of the moors of that area informed his poetry
throughout his life. After high school, Hughes entered the Royal Air Force and served for two years as a
ground wireless mechanic. He then moved to Cambridge to attend Pembroke College on an academic
scholarship. While in college he published a few poems, majored in Anthropolgy and Archaeology, and
studied mythologies extensively. Hughes graduated from Cambridge in A few years later, in , he cofounded
the literary magazine St. At the launch party for the magazine, he met Sylvia Plath. A few short months later,
on June 16, , they were married. The judgesâ€” Marianne Moore , W. Auden , and Stephen Spender
â€”awarded the manuscript first prize, and it was published in England and America in , to much critical
praise. They returned to England in , and their first child, Freida, was born the following year. Their second
child, Nicholas, was born two years later. Less than a year later, Plath committed suicide. In , Wevill gave
birth to their only child, Shura. Four years later, like Plath, she also commited suicide, killing Shura as well.
The following year, in , Hughes married Carol Orchard, with whom he remained married until his death. His
books of poems include: Animals appear frequently throughout his work as deity, metaphor, persona, and
icon. Perhaps the most famous of his subjects is "Crow," an amalgam of god, bird and man, whose existence
seems pivotal to the knowledge of good and evil. He passed away in October 28, , in Devonshire, England,
from cancer.
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Ted Hughes lives with his wife, Carol, on a farm in Devonshire. It is a working farmâ€”sheep and cowsâ€”and the
Hugheses are known to leave a party early to tend to them. "Carol's got to get the sheep in," Hughes will explain. He
came to London for the interview, which took place in the.

A Story in Five Nights Crow: From the Life and Songs of the Crow Birthday Letters Overview Ted Hughes
used a rich, vibrant language to explore themes that were mythic, earthy, and elemental. He is also widely
remembered, not always positively, as the husband of the brilliant but troubled poet Sylvia Plath , who
committed suicide in His father was a carpenter who had seen service in World War I. Throughout his life and
even in his death, where his ashes were scattered on a remote hillside miles from any road , Hughes remained
connected to the atmosphere of the English countryside. He did not write about rolling in the daffodils as his
predecessor William Wordsworth did; Hughes employed a darker vision of the literal and symbolic
ruggedness of the landscape. After attending school in South Yorkshire , where he began writing poetry, he
was awarded a scholarship to Cambridge in that he took after a brief stint in the Royal Air Force. He studied
English literature for two years, then switched to archaeology and anthropology, two subjects that were of
immense importance to his work. While at Cambridge, he published little, but spent his time working as,
among other things, a rose gardener, a schoolteacher, and a zoo attendant. All three of these jobs are reflected
in his poetry in later years. It was at a literary party in Cambridge in that he met a fellow student, the
American poet Sylvia Plath. Within four months they were married. Plath encouraged Hughes to work harder
at getting his poems published, and his first book, The Hawk in the Rain, was published to acclaim in both the
United States and Britain in Suicides After a short period teaching in Massachusetts, Hughes and Plath
returned to settle in England. They had two children and moved to a thatched cottage in a small Devonshire
village. When Hughes fell in love with another woman, his marriage to Plath collapsed. Plath moved back to
London, where, in a depressed state, she committed suicide in February Hughes was deeply affected by her
death and wrote little poetry for the next three years. After many decades of refusing to speak about her to the
public, he surprised everyone shortly before his own death by publishing Birthday Letters , a series of candid
and intimate poems about Plath and their stormy relationship. From the early s on, Hughes published a great
deal of prose, which contains valuable hints for understanding his later poetry. Hughes in fact created, in the
course of writing these poems, an elaborate folktale about the dark side of nature. Hughes has said in an
interview: In other words, songs with no music whatsoever, in a super-simple and a super-ugly language
which would in a way shed everything except just what he wanted to say. His companion, Assia Wevill, killed
herself in March in the same manner as Plath and also took the life of the young daughter she had with
Hughes. He settled in the countryside of Devon and became involved in farming, especially sheep and cattle
raising, which he writes of in Moortown These poems, written in a wide variety of styles, describe the
everyday experience of life in the countryside. The farm presents a continuing cycle of birth and death in
which the human beings participate, as in bringing calves and lambs into the world or putting diseased animals
out of their misery. Hughes remembers him at work about the farm, shearing sheep, building a fence in a
December downpour, and doing everything as a man who is instinctively at home with his work and moving
in harmony with nature. The laureateship is usually given to poets whose writings are uncontroversial in style
and theme, but Hughes shattered that stereotype for all future poets of his country. He died at his home in
North Tawton, England, on October 28, Modernist art is more abstract, impressionistic, and symbolic than
Victorian art. It is also less confident than Victorian art, expressing themes of self-exploration, pessimism
about the present and future, and doubt about what a single individual can do to stem the tide of violence and
cultural decayâ€”all themes made urgent throughout the period of the two world wars. Eliot, Ezra Pound,
James Joyce , and Virginia Woolf shared with Hughes an exploration of individual consciousness sometimes
expressed in fragmented, difficult language. John Lennon , Paul McCartney , George Harrison , and Ringo
Starr became the most popular and progressive rock band of their time, inspiring an outburst of artistic
creativity and confidence throughout Europe and America during the s. A witty, satirical, and nostalgic poet
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who many assumed would become the English poet laureate when Hughes was appointed to the position in
Robert Lowell â€” , American poet who, like Hughes, wrote technically sophisticated and heavily symbolic
verse. Hughes often wrote about mankind most effectively by excluding it entirely: By writing about animals
and showing us what mankind is not, he offers insight into what mankind is and has the potential to be.
Animals participate in the cycles of natural energy from which man has grown distant. For example, in Crow,
the black bird symbolizes the lowest common denominator of life, the stubborn will to live that outlasts even
the worst disasters. Landscape Hughes is also one of the most important contemporary poets of the natural
landscape. These decorative and exaggerated poems almost always written by courtly city dwellers who spent
little time in the actual countryside celebrated the simple, romantic lives of idealized shepherds and
shepherd-esses who spent their days pining for one another and gazing at the peaceful hillsides. Modernist
poets generally avoided nature poetryâ€”Hughes is one of the few exceptionsâ€”as they tended to focus
instead on the psychology of the individual. The untamable wildness that Hughes finds in animals and nature
has been a dominant influence on many contemporary poets, such as Michael Longley and Thom Gunn. Plath
and Hughes encouraged one another to strive for more complex and personal expression and to explore with
great honesty themes of longing, memory, and identity. Works in Critical Context Ted Hughes enjoyed a rapid
rise to fame, thanks in part to a prestigious poetry contest he won at the age of twenty-seven. His first book,
The Hawk in the Rain, was picked up by a major publisher in England and the United States in and received
very favorable reviews. Critics were impressed by the surprisingly confident and mature poetic voice of the
young poet. One was his collaboration with theater director Peter Brook , Orghast, which was written and
performed in Iran. Hughes created an entirely new language with the intention of communicating emotionally,
beneath the level of logical comprehension. Another critical failure was his narrative poem Gaudete , a grim
and poorly constructed tale of a priest who is replaced with an evil double who seduces his parishioners into a
sexual cult. Here are other works that focus on nature as a means of understanding humans: Walden , a
collection of essays and recollections by Henry David Thoreau. Thoreau famously spent more than two years,
mostly in solitude, in a cabin near Walden Pond in Massachusetts. His book contains many close descriptions
of the animals and natural features of Walden. Birds, Beasts, and Flowers , a collection of poetry by D. These
poems describe the sometimes shocking and amusing nature of animals and plants, showing what we can learn
from the unselfconscious way they are in tune with the cycles of birth, life, and death. The Call of the Wild , a
novel by Jack London. This short novel is told from the perspective of a domestic pet dog, Buck, who returns
to a primitive world to become the leader of a pack of wolves. How did he influence hers? From the Life and
Songs of the Crow. Do you find the crow to be symbolic, or do think the poems are more meaningful if the
crow is just a crow? Is poetry about nature more or less relevant in our time, with the rise of cities and the
spread of suburbs? Ted Hughes, The Life of a Poet. Gifford, Terry and Neil Roberts. Myth in the Poetry of
Ted Hughes: A Guide to the Poems. The Art of Ted Hughes, enlarged edition. Cambridge University Press,
The Poetry of Ted Hughes: University of Iowa Press, Critical Essays on Ted Hughes. Web sites Centre for
Ted Hughes Studies. Retrieved February 17, , from http: A Ted Hughes Website. The Ted Hughes Homepage.
Cite this article Pick a style below, and copy the text for your bibliography.
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City Art Gallery, Manchester.

It is a working farmâ€”sheep and cowsâ€”and the Hugheses are known to leave a party early to tend to them.
The poet was wearing a tweed jacket, dark trousers, and a tie whose predominantly blue color matched his
eyes. His voice is commanding. He is often invited to read his work, the flow of his language enlivening the
text. In appearance he is impressive, and yet there is very little aggression or intimidation in his look. Two
years after graduating, Hughes and a group of classmates founded the infamous literary magazine St. Plath
would recall the event in a journal entry: On February 11, , while residing in a separate apartment, Plath
placed towels under the door of the room where her children were napping, laid out a snack for them, turned
on the gas jet of her kitchen stove and placed her head in the ovenâ€”asphyxiating herself. With his next
publication, Lupercal, in , Hughes became recognized as one of the most significant English poets to emerge
since World War II, winning the Somerset Maugham Award in and the Hawthornden Prize in The American
version, published by Harper the following year, was well received. What shaped your work and contributed
to your development as a poet? TED HUGHES Well, as far as my writing is concerned, maybe the crucial
thing was that I spent my first years in a valley in West Yorkshire in the north of England, which was really a
long street of industrial townsâ€”textile mills, textile factories. The little village where I was born had quite a
few; the next town fifty. These towns were surrounded by a very wide landscape of high moorland, in contrast
to that industry into which everybody disappeared everyday. When I came to consciousness my whole interest
was in wild animals. My earliest memories are of the lead animal toys you could buy in those days,
wonderfully accurate models. Throughout my childhood I collected these. I had a brother, ten years older,
whose passion was shooting. He wanted to be a big game hunter or a game warden in Africaâ€”that was his
dream. His compromise in West Yorkshire was to shoot over the hillsides and on the moor edge with a rifle.
He would take me along. So my early memories of being three and four are of going off with him, being his
retriever. I became completely preoccupied by his world of hunting. He was also a very imaginative fellow; he
mythologized his hunting world as North American Indian, paleolithic. And I lived in his dream. Up to the age
of seventeen or eighteen, shooting and fishing and my preoccupation with animals were pretty well my life,
apart from books. That makes me sound like more of a loner than I was. Up to twelve or thirteen I also played
with my town friends every evening, a little gang, the innocent stuff of those days, kicking about the
neighborhood. But weekends I was off on my own. I had a double life. The writing, the reading came up
gradually behind that. From the age of about eight or nine I read just about every comic book available in
England. I took the comics from the shop, read them, and put them back. That went on until I was twelve or
thirteen. I remember the shock of reading those stories. I could not believe that such wonderful things existed.
That had its effect. I remember I wrote a good deal of comic verse for classroom consumption in Hiawatha
meter. But throughout your life you have certain literary shocks, and the folktales were my first. From then on
I began to collect folklore, folk stories, and mythology. That became my craze. I realized that certain things I
wrote amused my teacher and my classmates. I began to regard myself as a writer, writing as my specialty. I
was completely bowled over by the rhythm. Their rhythmical, mechanical drive got into me. So suddenly I
began to write rhythmical poems, long sagas in Kiplingesque rhythms. I started showing them to my English
teacherâ€”at the time a young woman in her early twenties, very keen on poetry. I suppose I was fourteen,
fifteen. I was sensitive, of course, to any bit of recognition of anything in my writing. I remember
herâ€”probably groping to say something encouragingâ€”pointing to one phrase saying, This is really. I
immediately pricked up my ears. That moment still seems the crucial one. Suddenly I became interested in
producing more of that kind of thing. Her words somehow directed me to the main pleasure in my own life,
the kind of experience I lived for. So I homed in. Then very quicklyâ€”you know how fast these things happen
at that ageâ€”I began to think, Well, maybe this is what I want to do. And by the time I was sixteen that was
all I wanted to do. I equipped myself in the most obvious way: And I read a great deal aloud to myself.
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Reading verse aloud put me on a kind of high. Gradually all this replaced shooting and fishing. When my
shooting pal went off to do his national service, I used to sit around in the woods, muttering through my
books. It became sort of a hobby-habit. I read a good deal else as well and was constantly trying to write
something, of course. Then I met Yeats. Yeats sucked me in through the Irish folklore and myth and the occult
business. My dominant passion in poetry up to and through university was Yeats, Yeats under the canopy of
Shakespeare and Blake. By the time I got to university, at twenty-one, my sacred canon was fixed: I knew no
American poetry at all except Eliot. I was fascinated by Rilke. I had one or two collections with me through
my national service. I could see the huge worlds of other possibilities opening in there. I read whatever
contemporary verse I happened to come across, but apart from Dylan Thomas and Auden, I rejected it. How
did you do it? I went to the U. I taught first in England in a secondary school, fourteen-year-old boys. I
experienced the terrific exhaustion of that profession. I wanted to keep my energy for myself, as if I had the
right. I found teaching fascinating but wanted too much to do something else. That seemed to me preferable to
attempting a big novel or a problematic play, which would devour great stretches of time with doubtful results
in cash. So I did write quite a few. I sold them only years later, after my verse had made a reputation for me of
a kind. So up to the age of thirty-three, I was living on what one lives on: Anything for immediate cash. I had
no idea how I came to be awarded this. That salary took me from thirty-four years old to thirty-eight, and by
that time I was earning my living by my writing. A critical five years. That was when I had the children, and
the money saved me from looking for a job outside the house. Railway compartments are good. I think most
writers go through it. Sylvia had a friend, a novelist, who used to leave her grand house and go into downtown
Boston to a tiny room with a table and chair where she wrote facing a blank wall. Subtle distraction is the
enemyâ€”a big beautiful view, the tide going in and out. Enoch Powell claims that noise and bustle help him
to concentrate. Writing in what seems to be a happy concentrated way, in a room in your own house with
books and everything necessary to your life around you, produces something noticeably different, I think,
from writing in some empty silent place far away from all that. Because however we concentrate, we remain
aware at some level of everything around us. Fast asleep, we keep track of the time to the second. Also,
different kinds of writing need different kinds of concentration. But for me successful writing has usually been
a case of having found good conditions for real, effortless concentration. When I was living in Boston, in my
late twenties, I was so conscious of this that at one point I covered the windows with brown paper to blank out
any view and wore earplugsâ€”simply to isolate myself from distraction.
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I had to write brief summaries of novels and plays to give the directors some idea of their film potentialâ€”a
page or so of prose about each book or play and then my comment. That was where I began to write for the
first time directly onto a typewriter. I was then about twenty-five. I realized instantly that when I composed
directly onto the typewriter my sentences became three times as long, much longer. My subordinate clauses
flowered and multiplied and ramified away down the length of the page, all much more eloquently than
anything I would have written by hand. Recently I made another similar discovery. Annually there are about
sixty thousand entries. These are cut down to about eight hundred. Among these our panel finds seventy
prizewinners. Usually the entries are a page, two pages, three pages. Just a poem or a bit of prose, a little
longer. But in the early s we suddenly began to get seventy- and eighty-page works. These were usually space
fiction, always very inventive and always extraordinarily fluentâ€”a definite impression of a command of
words and prose, but without exception strangely boring. It was almost impossible to read them through. After
two or three years, as these became more numerous, we realized that this was a new thing. It turned out that
these were pieces that children had composed on word processors. That ought to be an advantage. But in fact,
in all these cases, it just extends everything slightly too much. Every sentence is too long. Everything is taken
a bit too far, too attenuated. These ancient feelings are there, wanting to be expressed. When you sit with your
pen, every year of your life is right there, wired into the communication between your brain and your writing
hand. There is a natural characteristic resistance that produces a certain kind of result analogous to your actual
handwriting. As you force your expression against that built-in resistance, things become automatically more
compressed, more summary and, perhaps, psychologically denser. I suppose if you use a word processor and
deliberately prune everything back, alert to the tendencies, it should be possible to get the best of both worlds.
For those who start early on a typewriter or, these days, on a computer screen, things must be different. The
wiring must be different. The fact seems to be that each of these methods produces a different syntactic result
from the same brain. Maybe the crucial element in handwriting is that the hand is simultaneously drawing.
Perhaps that tends to enforce more cooperation from the other side of the brain. And perhaps that extra load of
right brain suggestions prompts a different succession of words and ideas. I think I recognize among some
modern novels the supersonic hand of the word processor uncurbed. And the physical world, as his brother
William complained, suddenly disappeared from them. Of course it depends on length and hibernation time,
but still. I always have this internal hiccup when I get to it because I had to make the choice between the
singular and the plural form and neither of them is right. Poems get to the point where they are stronger than
you are. They come up from some other depth and they find a place on the page. You can never find that depth
again, that same kind of authority and voice. Never show fools half-work. The shock of their lives. One has
somehow to adjust from being anonymous, a figure in ambush, working from concealment, to being and
working in full public view. It had an enormous effect on me. My impression was that I had suddenly walked
into a wall of heavy hostile fire. That first year I wrote verses with three magical assonances to the line with
the intention of abolishing certain critics! Now I read those reviews and they seem quite good. To everybody
else it looks fairly harmless, even enviable. What I can see was that it enormously accelerated my
determination to bring my whole operation into my own terms, to make my own form of writing and to
abandon a lot of more casual paths that I might have followed. One can never be sure, of course. Keep several
quite different lines of writing going. Like Fernando Pessoa, the Portuguese poet who tried four different
poetic personalities. They all worked simultaneously. He simply lived with the four. What does Eliot say? The
moment you do anything new, the whole family jumps on it, comments, teases, advises against, does
everything to make you self-conscious. But in fact very few can. I wonder if the subjective impression of most
writers is that whenever they take a new step, some big, unconscious reaction among readers tries to stop
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them. Hardy stopped writing novels by just that. In his late years, while he was up in an apple tree, pruning it,
he had a vision of the most magnificent novelâ€”all the characters, many episodes, even some dialogueâ€”the
one ultimate novel that he absolutely had to write. By the time he came down out of the tree the whole vision
had fled. And it never reappeared. Even Goethe, back then, made some remark about the impossibility of
producing a natural oeuvre of fully ripened works when everything was instantly before the public and its
hectic, printed reactions. Of course Goethe himself was a terrible stopper of other young writers. Once they
become your expected product, these are all traps. One way out of this might be to write a kind of provisional
drama where you can explore all sorts of different provisional attitudes and voices. In poetry, living as a public
persona in your writing is maybe even more crippling. Your own equivalent of what Shakespeare got into his
plays is simply foregone. The plunge has to be for real. The new thing has to be not you or has to seem so till
it turns out to be the new you or the other you. Have you ever used one? But I wish I had. The danger, I
suppose, of using pseudonyms is that it interferes with that desirable processâ€”the unification of the
personality. I wonder what he meant exactly, since he also described his mode of thinking as imagined
conversations with various people. Maybe the pseudonyms, like other personalities conjured up in a dramatic
work, can be a preliminary stage of identifying and exploring new parts of yourself. Then the next stage would
be to incorporate them in the unifying process. Accept responsibility for them. The great Sufi master Ibn
el-Arabi described the essential method of spiritual advancement as an inner conversation with the
personalities that seem to exist beyond what you regard as your own limits. This is commonplace in some
therapies, of course. I was more than lucky to have T. Eliot as my first editor in England. Sylvia had typed up
and sent off my manuscript to a Ninety-second Street Y first poetry book competitionâ€”judged by Marianne
Moore, Stephen Spender, and Auden. First prize was publication by Harper Brothers. When it won, Sylvia
sent Faber the typescript and a letter with that information in which, in American style, she referred to me as
Ted. They replied that Faber did not publish first books by American authors. When she told them I was
British they took it. He made some very useful suggestions in a book of verse for children that I wrote. I
certainly followed those. Editors in the U. Except for Fran McCullough at Harper. Some explosive drama in
all that. Only the beginning of bigger explosions. One whole book arrived like that, not a very long book, but
one which I felt I needed to galvanize my inertia, break through the huge sloth I was up against. On the spur I
invented a little plot: I wrote the whole as a bagatelle to sweat myself out of that inertiaâ€”and to conjure
myself to be a bit more birdlike. Then, suddenly there it was, a sort of book. Adam and the Sacred Nine. Still,
did it break through to the real thing? Many writers write a great deal, but very few write more than a very
little of the real thing. So most writing must be displaced activity. Much of what we do at any level is a bit like
that, I fancy.
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Difficult concepts, both intellectually and emotionally, are communicated in accessible, readable terms. Like
so many of the poems, the awareness and understanding displayed are simultaneously life-enhancing, and
humbling. John Moat Art is the mediatress between, and reconciler of, nature and man. Walt Whitman We
still talk in terms of conquest. But man is part of nature and his war against nature is inevitably a war against
himself. Rachel Carson The natural world, in virtue of its very being, bears within it the presupposition of the
absolute which grounds, delimits, animates and directs it, without which it would be unthinkable, absurd and
superfluous, and which we can only quietly respect. Any attempt to spurn it, master it or replace it with
something else, appears, within the framework of the natural world, as an expression of hubris for which
humans must pay a heavy price, as did Don Juan and Faust. Even when it is poisoned to the point of death, its
efforts to be itself are new in every second. Ted Hughes The poetry of Hughes has brought us, in the most
exact sense, closer to nature, its complex workings, than any English poet we can think of â€¦ It is a poetry of
exultation. However, it has seemed to me in recent years that critical commentary on this essential theme,
including my own, has remained fairly superficial. The main purpose of this book is to try to take it, in several
ways, onto another level. We know that Hughes had a very good education at Mexborough Grammar School
and Cambridge, that he received much encouragement from his mother and sister, and that he read voraciously
beyond his school and university syllabuses. Thus most of the literature I have discussed in the first chapter
would have been familiar to him by the time he graduated, and hugely influential. However it seemed to me
useful to try to distinguish between those influences which were part of our common cultural and literary
inheritance, in the first chapter, and those which were more specific to Hughes in the second. I have obviously
made no attempt to discuss, or even list, all the influences I am aware of, which would themselves have been
only a tiny proportion. The idea was to attempt to locate each writer on a compass, on which the cardinal
points would represent the four basic attitudes to nature which seemed to me to be possible. The allocation of
points to attitudes was arbitrary, but had some slight logic. North, being bleak, I assigned to the belief that life
is nasty, brutish and short, meaningless and irredeemable. One writer who could be located here is obviously
Samuel Beckett. South, representing the warmest and most affirmative position would stand for the opposite
belief, that life is wonderful, perhaps sacred, and either self-redeeming or not in need of redemption. Here I
placed provisionally D. The belief that life on earth is not the ultimate reality, and that it needs to be redeemed
in terms of a purely spiritual reality outside time and space, I allocated to East, since we associate the east with
mystical and transcendental thought. Here I placed the Eliot of the Four Quartets. The West we associate with
rationalism, secularism, science; with the view that the defects of nature can be mitigated by political and
social action, that civilization can gradually improve the world. Here I placed Brecht. Many writers, of course,
would need to be placed at intermediate positions. What proved most interesting about this scheme was the
demonstration of how many of the great writers in the course of their careers moved significantly around the
compass. Shakespeare seems to have occupied every possible position at one time or another. Hughes is
particularly interesting in this context since he moved from north via east to south, but in doing so did not
betray the harsher truths by sentimentality or by succumbing to the glamour of the universe. This
transformation needed to be documented and accounted for. The downside of this early recognition of his
importance was that a view of Hughes as a poet began to consolidate based, of necessity, on his early work.
Later studies were of course able to add chapters on later collections, but the damage had been done in that
many readers seem to have formed the opinion that Hughes had reached his peak in Crow which was widely
misunderstood and that the later collections were either repetition or digression or decline, a decline
dramatically reversed in his final collection Birthday Letters. A bias against or neglect of these is still widely
evident. Therefore I shall survey the core of that quest, his struggle to get into a right relation with the source,
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that is, with Nature and the female, from the beginning. Each collection is not simply a batch of his latest
work, but a bulletin from the latest stage of an ongoing imaginative quest, which, after a phase of intense
suffering following the tragic events of his life in and , gradually succeeded in transforming that suffering into
enlightenment. Hughes put himself in the dock in the shape of a succession of alter-egos, and underwent
correction and rebirth. Hughes believed that poetry is part of the self-healing equipment of the psyche; that if
the poet, as Adam, as Everyman, can heal himself, that healing power can be transmitted through the
imaginative experience of reading the poems, to the psyche of the reader. The great poems of the seventies and
early eighties are the culmination of his quest. It is in these three collections that Hughes finally resolved the
problems he had hitherto wrestled with in relation to nature and the female, and was able to worship the source
of life in verse which is simultaneously radiant, yet rooted in the elements â€” air, stone, earth, water. The
epilogue poems in Gaudete have an importance extending far beyond the context of that book. There was,
however, a price to pay for these imposed structures. For the sake of them Hughes can be draconian, distorting
the original meaning of the poems to make them fit the postconceived pattern. Hughes described his own
poems as bulletins from the battleground of warring forces within him. It is surely important that such
bulletins should arrive in the correct order. I shall therefore attempt to discuss the poems in as exact a
chronological sequence as I can establish. Poetry, he claimed, was an escape from emotion and personality.
Hughes needed such an escape even more than Eliot, but after Cave Birds his poems become more personal,
more keyed to the events of his life, the daily struggle of farming in Moortown Diaries, his recovery of his
own childhood world in Remains of Elmet, and his revitalizing encounters with the very body of the goddess
in River. Ted Hughes and Nature: There are chapters on the mythic imagination, the poetic relationship of
Hughes and Plath, and on the evolution of a Hughes poem through all its manuscript drafts. In doing so, it
performs a valuable service both to its subject and to the wider evolution of consciousness in our time.
Whether poetry matters to us or not, the responsibility remains with each of us to bring to our lives the highest
degree of ethical commitment and imaginative energy of which we are capable. And in that struggle, as the
life and work of Ted Hughes so magnificently demonstrate, poetry can be far more than the consolation of an
idle hour: The back cover reads as follows: In this study of Ted Hughes, Dr Sagar gives most of his attention
to individual poems, their meaning and coherence, their relation to each other and to the poetic tradition, their
sources and background often in mythology and folklore , and their relevance to living in our time. He began
reading Hughes in when The Hawk in the Rain appeared, and has followed his development closely ever
since: A chapter is devoted to each major work. Since the first edition of this book appeared in , Hughes
published three important collections. Season Songs in , Gaudete in , and Cave Birds in For this second
edition, Dr Sagar added a chapter on each of these, revised the earlier text, and brought the comprehensive
bibliography up to For further details, postage, and availability of other titles, please e-mail Keith Sagar at
keithsagar1 gmail. Sound, clean library copy in bright d. Sound, clean library copy with bright but very
slightly torn d. Crow, 2nd printing Hughes, Fainlight, Sillitoe, Rainbow Press, fine in slipcase. Cave Birds,
Faber Illustrations by Leonard Baskin. Moon Bells, Bodley Head Adam and the Sacred Nine, Rainbow Press,
fine in slipcase. Weasels at Work, Morrigu Press Reckless Head, broadside, Turret Bookshop, Tales from
Ovid, Faber Farrar Strauss and Giroux, , Hardback, fine in D. Birthday Letters, Faber , fine in DJ. The Man
and his Books. The Laughter of Foxes: A Study of Ted Hughes. Literature and the Crime Against Nature.
These prices do not include postage. For information about Hughes activities in the Calder Valley visit www.
Ann Skea has her own excellent Hughes website.
Chapter 8 : The Art Of Ted Hughes PDF Download - eodorujik
Ted Hughes lives with his wife, Carol, on a farm in Devonshire. It is a working farmâ€”sheep and cowsâ€”and the
Hugheses are known to leave a party early to tend to them. "Carol's got to get the sheep in," Hughes will explain.
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Edward James (Ted) Hughes was born in Mytholmroyd, in the West Riding district of Yorkshire, on August 17, His
childhood was quiet and dominately rural.
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